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\merisan EB-s Centers and our processing team are associated with
gr0ups of International lawyers and consultants around the World as
w ell as in the United States. All of the attorneys speak English and
nlan\/ are multilingual.

-

Here at American EB-5 Centers there is an expert TEAM to assist you
w ith the processing of your Business, Relocation and all your EB-5
* Itmigration requirements. Our expert TEAM provides a WORLD
CLASS SERVICE exceeding your needs and expectations. We know
Fach case is UNIQUE requiring high levels of Experience, Competence,
and Analysis ensuring a SUCCESSFUL result, our desire is always
gir ing every case the utmost priority, consideration and concern.
Cases are limited ensuring that each TEAM member has the necessary
time and resources to ensure success for the petitioners and the project

well. By balancing the requirements of the law with the present
temperature in the market place our processors will compile a complete
and manageable response to the vast number of technical and complex
questions as well as personal matters that frequently arise when
handling these cases.
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The EB 5 program for lawful permanent residence is currently administrated
by the USCIS. The program has concurrent goals of Immigration to the LI.S.
through qualified investment into a commercial enterprise and job creation for
fJ.S. citizens and lawful residents.

In order for an Immigrant Investor to receive his/her Resident Card through
the EB-5 program, it must be clearly established that the pre-requisite
requirements are
-

met:

ffi

new commercial enterprise has been established.
fne requisite Minimum $500k-$1.0M has been invested into the commercial
enterprise.
fn. Immigrant Investor has demonstrated that the capital investment funds
have been obtained legally.
n minimum of 10 full time employment positions must be established per
Immigrant/Investor within 2 Years of I-526 approval.

lililif'A

ffi
ffi
ffi

The EB-5 program for the United States is the fastest Immigration program
worldwide. It provides permanent access to the United States for your entire

family.
Apptying for a US permanent residence card is a process that requires you to
rely on consultants, attorneys and staff personnel to prepare all the
documentation. Our experience will allow you a smooth transition in completing
the process. Starting with the actual investment, to the process of your
permanent visa and ultimately to the citizenship process, if desired.
-'

The American EB-5 process is now the most readily available and desirable
program in the WORLD. One of our TEAM MEMBERS would be glad to assist
you in answering any questions you may have. Please feel free to contact us with
any questions.
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The team

will

assist vou through each

to Cohpletion!

part of the EB-5

from Inception
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The EB 5 program for lawful permanent residence is currently administraied
by the USCIS. The program has concurrent goals of Immigration to the LI.S.
through qualified investment into a commercial enterprise and job creation for
IJ.S. citizens and lawful residents.

In order for an Immigrant Investor to receive his/her Resident Card through
the EB-5 program,
requirements are

it must be clearly established that the pre-requisite

met:

-

A new commercial enterprise has been established.
T 'The requisite Minimum $500k-$1.0M has been invested into the commercial

enterprise.

ffi ttre Immigrant Investor
ffi
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has demonstrated that the capital investment funds

have been obtained legally.

minimum of 10 full time employment positions must be established per
Immigrant/Investor within 2 Years of I-526 approval.

The EB-5 program for the United States is the fastest Immigration program
worldwide. It provides permanent access to the United States for vour entire

family.

Applying for a US permanent residence card is a process that requires you to
rely on consultants, attorneys and staff personnel to prepare all the
documentation. Our experience will allow you a smooth transition in completing
the process. Starting with the actual investment, to the process of your
permanent visa and ultimately to the citizenship process, if desired.
-'+
The American nn-S process is now the most readily available and desirable
program in the WORLD. One of our TEAM MEMBERS would be glad to assist
you in answering any questions you may have. Please feel free to contact us with
any questions.

t

The team will assist vou through each part of the EB-5 process from Inception
t
1-4t],.
to Completion!
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American EB 5 Centers is Introduced to
Potential investor

L

I
I

+
American EB 5 Centers Evaluates and
determines if investor is qualifed

,
Inveslor evaluates projects/RC Centers available
through American Eb 5 Centers library oF Projects and
Businesses and determines viability and acceptance
I
I

I
Agreement with
Escrow and Fee deposits with American
EB 5 Centers concluded

L

I

+
File Investor's l-526 Petition

with

USCIS

t
uScts l-s26
Approval

USCIS

Denial
Adiustment of
Statui Files l-485

U5

Escrow Releases

Consular Process in Home

nvestment

Country and Attends U.5.
Lonsulate
Interview D5-230

I

Fund to EB5

)

I

+

Escrow Returned
to I nvestors
I

+

usclS t-48s
Approval

Find Alternate
Route to Obtain
Visa

t

lnvestor Granted
Conditional Residencei
lssuance of Conditional
Green Card

j

l-829 filed with USCIS to
Remove Conditions
21- 24 lMonths

USCI5 Approval

USCIS
Denial

I

+

lssuance of Permanent
Greeen Card

Find Alternative Route to

Y

lmmigration judge decide

Obtain Visa or have

Llve/Work anywhere in USA with right
for U5 Citizenship approx,36 mouths
after l-829 Approval
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The TEAM goal is to provide you, as the Investor, Attorney or Consultant, the
information necessary to answer the many questions you will encounter on a
frequent basis. Our dedicated and experienced TEAM will provide answers to all
your questions.
Some of our services are, but not limited to: Business Services, Project or Business
Sourcing, Relocation, Banking Services, Escrow Services, International Banking
Rbcbmmendations, Document Preparation, Business Plans, Eco Metric Analysis,
Limited Partnership Agreements, Private Placement Memorandums, Immigration
Services, Consular Interview and I-485, l-526 and I-829 Processing.

Our professional TEAM consists of economists and expert analysts to help provide
proper job count, attorneys to provide consistent, accurate answers and preparation
of all documents. business plan writers and multilingual paralegal support staff
h-ong the other complex steps and personnel required for a successful application.
/F,

The U.S. is a safe harbor for you, the investor/petitioners family as well as personal
and business investments. Investors have constant and easy access to the United
States for personal, trade and business purposes.
Permanent residents travel to the U.S. and most countries without the need of a visa.
lnvestors may work, live or own their own business anywhere in the United States.
The cost of living in the U.S" is less than most large industrial nations. Consumer
goods, services, and housing are significantly less expensive than comparable services
and goods in most other countries.
The U.S. also provides many financial and educational entitlements and benefits such
fi public schools, heatth and medical attention, social security, and higher education.
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Some diffrculties encountered with many applications come in understanding
LANGUAGE and CULTURAL BARRIERS. There are several MULTILINGUAL
staff well versed in the USA and abroad for RUSSIA, LATIN AMERICA, ASIA,
and EUROPE to name a few. The Team effectively has handled numerous cases in
multiple countries and will ensure you that when we accept a case the TEAM will
see

it through to completion.

We believe in the end result - your satisfaction is GUARANTEED. If you meet the
.,, requirements necessary and we accept your case and a denial is received your
money will be promptly refunded. For this reason our processing TEAM offers
you, the client, a Money Back Guarantee.
2,,

Listings are a few of the comprehensive services covering the EB-5 needs:

mlXhorough completion of l-526, l-829, I-485 and l-924 applications.
|
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of necessary application documents directly from investors.

franslation Services.
t

i
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of American EB-5 Business Plans, Limited Partnership Agreement, Eco
Metric Analysis, Private Placement Memorandum and all other documents
necessary for USCIS projects and the l-526 approval.

m
llilllltanking

Services, Sourcing of Funds, Escrow Services in the U.S. and abroad.

f,In the last 15 years our processors have successfully filed many investor petition
cases in a multitude of countries. The team has the expertise to guide you through
the complete and complex process.

Contact us today to begin your process.

GcIm R€ESSHGN
American EB-s Centers will secure America's promise as a
Nation of Immigrants by providing professionalisffi, accurac\r,
and expertise to our investors/petitioners, assisting in the
process of solving the Immigration and Citizenship compler
maz% promoting awareness and understanding of emigrating
and always ensuring the integrity of our Immigration system.
Achieving your goals becomes possible when the different
elements of our organizations are engaged and acting as
partners working towards a common outcome...Your Success l
Contact us today to start your first steps. You deser\-e to hA\ e
the peace of mind and a solid commitment of excellence,

Ac-wAYS Gru YGE]R SEFH
The team will be there every step of the \ya)/ in preparing
the proper documentation for the r-526 r'is a applic atio n,
.-\-

You can have confidence in American EB -i Centers
qnrl
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